fire-crack sentences

a sanctuary shack
: vast expanse

confession
I like to do my sightseeing in history
prefer the topographical
pigs fly
warm up the imagined : colourful : ornate
heavy drops
listen…
a great roll broadcasts the Voice
private radios glisten : compass

a high tower activity
slight overcrowding
great cry for the awkward word
apparatus haunts : punctuates dialogue
a circular house activates democratic ideas
memorials: one speaker station heard at a distance
fortune tellers sift far out compartments
O to pursue happiness: tea-leaves : newspaper astrologer
behind the sway to stay especial dreams
(O) yes you pay

boats of great importance
a year they said of examinations
a year in a time slight but wiry
the band
outside medley
a wider sphere as it happens
the strategy dangerous past the burbs
our hard world, our outlook that of idealists who refuse to talk confidently
of the marginal
(explore the overwhelming)
engaged on this mission : startled down the road
: transient

command line
through the graveyard four tunnels : mountain pressing on measure
vehement home
:
they howl to be assured
in conversation exaggeration conquered territory
now the quiet calm
by pandemonium the outer courtyard resets
house and stalls of people gathering
acquaintances still alive
on… or below
balances spread over the centre
over the endless refrain

tiny ruins
a story of intuited love, harvest ballads : a sing-a-long with an interested ear
folk dances vivid in action…boats of striation
already mentioned the allocated
O
encourage the centre : the original somewhat out of date: a change periodically exhibits
travel from the outer : as specialists we sometimes see objects, encounter laughter: to
own ideas take ropes : a toy : shovels
to a depth
identify aspirations
reduce size
seize power
freely circulate the original
(re) store

deflect a departmental exchange
thousands of flags : flags house-to
-house, silk brocades, a blessing : a hillside sweating…cooling
philosophical talk, beautiful places of worship scattered

excursions
gateways : houses : fallen masonry
where news began as natural timbers, the narrow, irregular : tiny but intricate
use of the inevitable : relics…ash trapped in a sheet of music : a mist emerging from
picturesque inaction, the right phrase : an etching process reciting excerpts at every
step, again to repeat
a question of brightness

outstanding causes of failure
for centuries the temple…template joined us
an engine for fishing
abrupt alienation is not a strategy…a road lined…an everlasting guard…a short street
of wood…a moment in a film…a road…wheeled vehicles… facts : configurations

the story of ten horses : a crowded hotch-

potch of styles
: centrality
alongside used tempo
pretence in these few images
accidental death accepted within sacred celebrations

gyrations of the startled snake
initiate the art of orchestral accompaniment
comic pieces, stock jokes declaiming rapid entertainment
generations gave you the scene, the road
a shelf on a steep slope
on the forehead
a spot to indicate that spot on a mountain road
:

concentration

the right line relays the path
at times I have halted…wandered
off…

this story pours down
vast still flecked with snow : a gaze, this panorama, a great
sea : mountains disappear, volcanoes : the house
(something of architecture)
to identify dressed stone, iron : rust : restless artisans : by one accord a
mausoleum is a spot of sun and moon : a lamp which fountains disperse…
by lamplight oil to the saint : built to last : the story of a grain of pure experience
tinted to a traditional conception : gods suggest an omnibus
a park with a
Western eye, the child I was, the boy grew, bright eyes of walled up contrition, alive
for, and it began in colour, sumptuous, ineffectually elemental, a glorious abode…
crocuses relay individual rooms : rickshaws tow a wash of colour
the meadow reminiscent
up
over
the upland:

bedlam

was I not alone in creating atmosphere
common assumptions consist of the comparatively old, the young man waits
the old man in a dream at the very centre
green mountain track : a church : hurricane : two flags
a vehicle…
walk on
from two sticks a bamboo wall

walk on

carry a stick with a tuft of white :
on horseback drop, dismount : the actor is symbolic : to indicate weeping use a sleeve to
wipe away tears : walk on
the ease of delivery : stage the imaginary line (
) to open the threshold lift a foot, a gait charged with meaning :
dignified steps with only the slightest pretext : to do so, with the story transformed
juvenile whiskers present utmost seriousness (constructed falsetto singing arranged
from the dainty to acrobatic) juggler throwing long stripped skittles : partitions which
slow… flames at the head of the pyre…

a link to the completed line
–––––––
height commands the foothills and halls of carved pillars
a square gateway, itself an arch : in the centre daylight projects the city
recollections
a question is likely
an infinite simple kitchen
on the outskirts people imagined
in appeasement we trust ambition
in defence, variations of the evening light beautifully grooved
rain
:
natural confusion
gone west
green light

check : flint : spark
(in homage to John Ashbery)

